
PRACTICE TO CREATE YOUR OWN SAN KALPA 

 

To create your San Kalpa (for now, for today, for this week, or maybe even for the whole of 2020) sit 

comfortably and take a few deep breaths.  

Feel yourself relax and settle for a while. Don't rush, take your time. 

After a minute or two of relaxing and breathing, take time to gently ask your inner wisdom; what it is your 

heart is calling for?. 

Maybe you wish for better health, more energy, generosity of spirit, to feel loved, supported, joyful? Is it 

the opportunity to share time with like-minded souls? The chance to share you work more, to have more 

confidence, to feel more at ease, to rest more? Is it an intention to be of service to others, to the planet, to 

take action on something you have delayed, to move beyond fear? What is YOUR heart calling for? What is 

it's inner wish? 

Wait, rest, relax for a while. You won't find the answer by thinking words over and over...it will arise, it will 

come. Maybe not now, but you have planted the seed and if your wish to transform and grow is earnest 

then the San Kalpa will arise. Maye it will come later when you are making a cup of tea or going for a walk. 

After a while of listen within, if  your San Kalpa has arisen, internally repeat it a few times. Notice how that 

feels. Is there some kind of inner response; a feeling of a need being met, an inner relaxing, a lifting in the 

heart, a release of some kind? The right San Kalpa FEELS right!  

Once you have settled on the wording, internally repeat it a few times. Let the words sink into your heart, 

like winter's seeds dropping into the fertile welcoming soil of the heart. Know that they WILL have an 

affect in your life. 

After repeating them a few times, then take a few deep breaths, rest your hands on your heart. Then 

slowly open your eyes. You might want to write it down to remember it better. 

Important things to remember about your San Kalpa: 

 

 Use it regularly 

 Don't share it with anyone else. This will dilute it's power, and also potentially opens you up to 
criticism, or needing to explain or justify it. 

 Use the same one, same words, every time. Don't be tempted to change it. Your ego may want to 
resist it so may start to undermine it with critical thoughts. (maybe the words aren't quite right? It's 
not working. This is stupid!) 

 Use the same one until you feel it having an effect in your life. At that point take time to reflect 
again. Perhaps you can evolve the San Kalpa you already have, or maybe it’s time for something 
new. 

 
A San Kalpa is a way of changing neurological pathways. For it to be effective you need to repeat, repeat, 
repeat…and use it over a long period of time so that it can be assimilated. 
 
I have found using a San Kalpa to be a supportive and transformative tool. I wish the same for you. 
Claire Osborne 


